Comparison of in silico tools for binding site prediction applied for structure-based design of autolysin inhibitors.
Autolysin E (AtlE) is a bacteriolytic enzyme which plays an important role in division and growth of bacterial cells and therefore represents a promising potential drug target. Its 3D structure has been recently elucidated. We used in silico prediction tools to study substrate or ligand (inhibitor) binding regions of AtlE. We applied several freely available tools and a commercial tool for binding site identification and compared results of the prediction. Calculation time, number of predictions and output data provided by specific software vary according to the different approaches utilized by specific method categories. Despite different approaches, binding sites in similar locations on the protein were predicted. Specific amino acid residues that form these binding sites were predicted as binding residues. The predicted residues, especially those with predicted highest conservation score, could theoretically have catalytic and binding properties. According to our results, we assume that E138, which has the highest conservation score, is the catalytic residue and F161, G162 and Y224, which are also highly conserved, are responsible for substrate binding. Ligands developed with binding specificity towards these residues could inhibit the catalysis and binding of the substrate of AtlE. The molecules with inhibitory potency could therefore represent potential new antibacterial agents.